The following are the key requests and action agreed with Hon.Corporator , Hon.MLA & their teams as a followup to the 24/Feb/18 meeting, 10/Mar/18 protest and 17/Mar/18 media events.

Sl No Request or Asks from KDF

Actions & Suggestions

Next Steps/Owners

Timeline

1. 300 mts in BBMP, work will start immediately. Rest of roads
come in rural area for which Mr.Arvind Limbavali has initiated
process for road works.

Hon.Corporator to initiate works for
Amruta

ASAP

Hon.MLA has initiated a request for rural
roads here. Details arent known which
needs to be shared by Hon.MLA team
KDF Committee will followup with the
Panchayat office as required. Dependant
on #2.
Hon Corporator

Don’t Know

1 . Fix Kasavanahalli Main Road infrastructure
1.1 - Alternate arterial road development to connect Kasavanahalli road
behind Amruta College to Junnasandra. This will reduce traffic
congestion and accidents.

1.2 - Kaikondrahalli Junction (near temple) upgrade for smooth traffic and
BMTC enablement

1.3 - Relocation of structures like electric transformers/poles at
Kaikondrahalli Junction which eat away spaces on road and make it
difficult to make a turn
1.4 - Fix the potholes and dangerous craters found in the road.
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2.1 This will be part of the Sarjapur road works which would
happen. We need timelines which arent known now.

Hon Corporator
2.2 KDF forum insisted on looking at avenues for roads directly
from Kasavanahalli road or behind Stanford hospital connecting to
Sarjapur road besides lake.
2.3 KDF has requested for a proper signal and junction upgrade
Hon Corporator
of Kaikondrahalli junction where busses and vehicles can take a
right turn. We want to remove the current setup of a U-turn.
This is required without which BMTC service enablement and
increased traffic management will be an issue.
3. It is agreed that we move this pole about into compound of the Hon Corporator
school and give a smooth curve to enable for easy turn. As part of
Sarajapur road expansion, School compound wall will also be
realigned.
4. Agreed to look at the root cause of so much of digging and
Hon Corporator
other works happening at Kaikondrahalli junction and take care of
it. Also repair works of kasavanahalli main road to fix all Craters
and potholes and proper asphalt of damaged areas

UGD enablement at the earliest without any second thought as most 5.The UGD work is a policy matter for which the WO is underway
health issues and filth in area is due to lack of drainage. This area is but the works may start in next 4 months.
waiting for this since 2008.
NOTE THAT THIS IS THE HIGHEST PRIORITY ITEM
HIGHLIGHTED BY THE KDF COMMUNITY.
6. Basic drain works in layouts have to be started ASAP. E.g.
Norbert Church road, CSB, Tulasi, KPC etc
7. 15 days have been asked by the BBMP admin to resolve the
entire Drains flowing infront of Bhuvana greens. This will be
addressed ASAP.

Don’t Know
ASAP
Don’t Know

Don’t Know

ASAP

ASAP

Hon Corporator

Don’t Know

Hon Corporator

ASAP

Hon Corporator

6-Apr-18
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BWSSB Water connectivity and supply of water. Even though we
have one of largest BWSSB water tanks, we are denied the right to
access for so many years now. Even though works have started, the
timeline of water connection remains non- committed

8. Fast work will create more problems for many layouts like KPC KDF Committee
- Kasavanahlli main road works can happen at night but the road
infrastructure will be horrible for few months until grants are given
to asphalt.
Hence the community should provide feedback on the timing as
even if the work happen now, the connection enablement may
take about 6-9 months.
9. Water works for Lakeshore will start from 21 or 22nd Mar/18
Hon. Corporator
10. Based on inputs/feedback from KDF and other communities, Hon. Corporator
corporator to decide on pace and timing. However, intent is to
close this and help us with connectivity at the earliest.

ASAP

ASAP
ASAP

4 Basic traffic & parking management
- Manual policing at Lacasa Restaurant, Play Arena is a must.
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11. Hon.Corporator and team will reach ACP traffic and expedite
on these demands.
Depending on the outcome, they seek KDF community help to
expedite on the request.
- Alternate day one side parking and strong enforcement of no parking in 12. Current SI has agreed for NO PARKING. This is not
narrow sections
acceptable to the community. Hon.Corporator and team will
reach ACP traffic and expedite on these demands. IF not, seek
KDF participation to help on matter.
13. KDF to provide key areas or sections where parking can be
enabled depending on road width as entire section is narrow and
wide at certain points.
- Alternate day towing to enforce parking violators and embed culture of 14. This demand has been agreed and can be initiated once the
no parking.
process for no parking is in place.
- Removal of hoarders who almost have made the pavements their shop. 15. Bi-Monthly cleanup drive is agreed by Corporator and team.
This is critical and has to be enforced which is agreed.
- Scientific Speed breakers/Zebra cross at Norbert Church and before
16. This has been agreed and waiting for rains to recede. 5 speed
Shell petrol station. Also Zebra crossing at SJR Verity, Lacasa
breakers will be installed. Locations can be recommended by KDF
Restaurant and near Stop & shop.
community
- Ban heavy vehicles in core peak hours. This continues to be supported 17. This has been agreed however Corporator team will reach
by even traffic police with no strict action.
ACP to enforce the process
18.The buffallo movement management will be taken care in
2months. This is a HUGE BONUS COMMITMENT from our
Corporator which the forum wasnt sure would be handled.
- Enforce speed limit of 40 kmph on the main road as certain stretches
19. This will be enforced once the manual policing is set.
are accident prone

Hon. Corporator

ASAP

Hon. Corporator

ASAP

KDF Committee

ASAP

Hon. Corporator

ASAP

Hon.Corporator

On Going

Hon.Corporator

ASAP

Hon.Corporator

ASAP

Hon.Corporator

5/18/2018

Hon.Corporator

ASAP

BMTC bus connectivity to the area from ITPL/Electronic City and
Banashankari.

Hon.Corporator

ASAP

KDF Committee

ASAP

20. It is agreed and for the same the requisite letter and
implementation push will be done by Hon.MLA and Corporator
21. KDF to followup with Shanthinagar executive to expedite the
case.

6 Pavements are for citizens and this right has to be
restored.
- Hoarders and illegal footpath construction to be removed.

22. Monthly cleanup drive is agreed by Corporator and team. This Hon.Corporator
is critical and has to be enforced which is agreed.

On Going
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- Clear construction debris, Garbage from pavements
- Strongly enforce and fine commercial establishments who use
pavement as their parking facility. Act and remove dangerous materials
like Iron Rods/Steel materials, Glasses, Large fabricated Iron and other
sundries that are parked on the pavements by small Kirana stores.

23. Social campaign from the KDF committee to educate KDF
KDF Committee
community to not shop with these footpath encroachers
24.Monthly cleanup drive is agreed by Corporator and team. This Hon.Corporator
is critical and has to be enforced which is agreed.
25. Fine and penalize commercials at the earliest who are
Hon.Corporator
blocking pavements and also dumping debris and waste on roads

On Going

26. Regular Cleaning of roads will be taken. Machines cant be
used as the machine is for only ORR.

Hon.Corporator

ASAP

ASAP
ASAP
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Cleaning of roads, pavements and usage of road machine cleaners
at-least once a month.
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Garbage collection is as per the whims and fancies of contractors. 27. Regular garbage collection is promised with sign based
This needs to be streamlined and regularized. Contractors should
checking.
be penalized for non-collection of garbage on the roads/street side
and layouts. Commercial establishments dumping garbage in empty
plots and roads should be fined and bought to books.
28. Community will get a phone number to escalate all
complaints. Few members from community will be POC for this.
29. Fine commercials who are dumping garbage at layout
entrances

Hon.Corporator

ASAP

KDF

On Going

Health Inspector
Hon.Corporator

ASAP

Road infrastructure for many layouts like KPC Layout, Tulasi
30. Few areas like St.Norbert church road, Amrutha college and
Layout, CSB Layouts, layouts around Norbert Church is nonTulasi Layout work is already considered to start ASAP.
existent today. They are destroyed either due to GAIL gas pipeline
laying or BWSSB Cauvery pipelines and in some cases just ignored
with no road infrastructure. This has to be addressed on priority.
Many layouts also dont have Streetlights which is an issue
31. KPC Layout, CSB Layout, Tulasi layout and many other area
works will be pending which needs to be expedited. Timeline
needs to be confirmed.
Key thing here is to ensure there is no duplication of efforts as the
digging may start again for Drainage and other water laying
works.
32.KDF to provide list of areas where Streetlights have to be
repaired and new lights to be installed.
33. Street lights will be enabled for all layouts and areas

Hon Corporator

ASAP

Hon Corporator

Don’t Know

KDF

ASAP

Hon Corporator to enable street lights for
missing areas and repair works

ASAP
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Dangerous Illegal construction needs to be arrested and acted upon
quickly. Recent loss of life in Kasavanahalli building collapse is a
wakeup call for everyone to act and avoid buckling to pressure from
builder lobbies.

34. There are buildings which have violated FAR(Floor area ratio) Hon Corporator
completely. This may be normal in bangalore but there are
buildings built very dangerously. We as KDF arent against
any buildings but only those which are dangerous to the
community safety and security. Administration has agreed to
act on these serious violators who pose danger.

ASAP

